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Abstract
Driven by deep learning, there has been a surge of specialized
processors for matrix multiplication, referred to as Tensor
Core Units (TCUs). These TCUs come under the guise of different marketing terms and are capable of performing matrix
multiplications on small matrices (usually 4x4 or 16x16) to
accelerate the convolutional and recurrent neural networks
in deep learning workloads. Although TCUs are prevalent
and promise increase in performance and/or energy efficiency,
they suffer from over specialization — with only general
matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) being supported. This
limits their applicability to general algorithms and makes
them confined to narrowly specialized libraries and application domains. In this work, we leverage NVIDIA’s TCU to
express reduction in terms of matrix multiplication and show
the benefits — in terms of program simplicity, efficiency, and
performance compared to start-of-the-art reduction methods
on the GPU. Although this work targets GPUs, the motivation,
methods, and observations are applicable to a wide number
of TCU implementations and microarchitectures
Deep learning’s reliance on matrix-multiplication for compute has driven both research and industry to develop matrixmultiplication accelerator hardware — collectively called
Tensor Core Units (TCUs) in this paper. TCUs come under
the guise of different marketing terms, be it NVIDIA’s Tensor
Cores [1], Google’s Tensor Processing Unit [2], Intel KNL’s
AVX extensions [3], Apple A11’s Neural Engine [4], or
ARM’s Machine Learning Processor [5]. TCUs are designed
to accelerate Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN),
or Deep Neural Network (DNN) in general TCUs vary in
implementation [6, 7, 1, 8, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], and
are prevalent [16, 17, 18, 19, 2, 20, 21, 22] in edge devices,
mobile, and the cloud.
Although TCUs are prevalent and promise increase in performance and/or energy efficiency, they suffer from over specialization — with only matrix-multiplication operations being supported. This limits their applicability to general algorithms and makes them confined to narrowly specialized
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Figure 1. Each processing block (subcore) in the NVIDIA
Tesla V100 PCI-E architecture contains 2 TCUs. In total, 640
TCUs are available — achieving a theoretical peek of 113
TFLOPS.

libraries and application domains. Take NVIDIA’s Tensor
Cores, for example. For matrix multiplication, the NVIDIA
Volta architecture achieves a 8× throughput increase — with
each Streaming Multiprocessor (SM) capable of performing
1024 half precision operations per cycle using the TCUs compared to 128 half precision operations per cycle without the
TCUs. This is enabled by the fact that NVIDIA’s Volta GPUs
dedicate a large portion of the SM processing unit (or subcore)
chip area to TCUs, shown in Figure 1. Currently algorithms
other than general matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) do
not utilize the TCUs — resulting in an idle TCU and low chip
utilization for these algorithms.
The objective of the paper is to expand the class of algorithms that can execute on TCUs — enabling the TCU
to be used for non-GEMM kernels. We choose reduction,
since a large body of work [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]
has shown it is a key primitives of data parallel implementations of radix sort, quicksort, string comparison, lexical
analysis, stream compaction, polynomial evaluation, solving
recurrence equations, and histograms. We formulate a simple
mapping between reduction and TCUs. Then we develop a library of warp-, block-, and grid-level primitives for reduction
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that utilize the NVIDIA TCUs, and present how they can be
used in concert to achieve near-ideal performance. Although
we target GPUs, the motivation, methods, and observations
are applicable to a wide number of TCU implementations.
Tensor Cores have been only used to accelerate GEMM
operations, most prominently through NVIDIA’s CUDA libraries — cuBLAS [31], cuDNN [32] and CUTLASS [33].
NVIDIA also provides a CUDA C++ Warp Matrix Multiply
and Accumulate (WMMA) [4] API to program the Tensor
Cores directly. The current WMMA API provides warp-level
matrix operations for matrix load (load_matrix_sync),
matrix store (store_matrix_sync), and matrix multiply
and accumulate (mma_sync). These APIs operate on a special thread-local data type (fragment), which holds a matrix
tile in thread-local registers. A helper function to fill a matrix fragment with a scalar constant (fill_fragment) is
provided as well.
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Figure 2. The work-inefficient Reduction 256N algorithm 1
initializes the Q matrix with all zeros and 2 loads the 256
input elements into a matrix A in column major order. 3 A
dot product V = P .A + 0 where the P matrix has the first row
as ones and the rest of the values are zeros is performed to
reduce each row into a scalar. 4 the dot product R = V .P T +
Q reduces the first row into a scalar. 5 If the segmented
reduction size is equal to the matrix size (i.e. N = 1) or for
the last iteration, then the first element of the R matrix is
stored in the output array, otherwise 6 the first element of
R matrix is used as the first element of the Q matrix and the
procedure is iterated starting from step 2 .
Intuitively, reduction can be represented as a special case
of a matrix multiplication, since
Reduction([a 1 , a 2 , . . . , an ]) =
1
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The challenge is to map generic input sizes onto the fixed
tensor shapes supported by the TCU. Other configurations can

Figure 3. We evaluate the segmented reduction for the algorithms presented on different segment sizes (between 16 and
230 ) for a fixed 230 element list. Through a combination of the
algorithms presented, for the range between 16 and 224 we
are able to achieve throughput within 90% and 98% of ideal
throughput (the theoretical peak is 450 billion half precision
elements per second). The bar on top of the figure shows the
best performing algorithm for each range of segment sizes.

be used in a similar manner to perform segmented reduction
for multiples of 8 or 32. We use Reduction K to represent a
K regular segmented reduction — partial reductions of the
input uniformly partitioned into K element subsets. We will
also use P as the matrix which
( has the first row set to 1 and
1 if r = 0
the rest to 0 — i.e. (P)r,c =
, and the notation
0 if r , 0
X to denote a matrix where all the elements are the constant
value X .
Figure 2 shows a naïve implementation of 256N segmented
reduction by first reducing each row of the 16x16 matrix in
each iteration and use the row of reduced values as an accumulator. In the final iteration, the final row is reduced into a
scalar. We develop a library of warp-, block-, and grid-level
primitives which can be auto-tuned for difference microarchitectures and will plan on releasing in time of conference.
We evaluate our TCU reduction algorithm against the stateof-the-art implementation from CUB [34] on different segment sizes for a fixed 230 element list — shown in Figure 3.
Through a combination of the algorithms presented, we are
able to achieve within 90% and 98% of ideal throughput (the
theoretical peak is 450 billion half precision elements per
second), and is orders of magnitude faster for small segment
sizes — common in machine learning and scientific applications. Our algorithm achieves this while decreasing the
power consumption by up to 22% (average power within the
execution phase of the kernel reported by NVVP).
Collectives are never performed in isolation, instead they
are used to summarize and exchange data that’s produced
by a much larger kernel. These larger kernels typically make
extensive use of the integer and floating point ALUs. By
performing the collective operations on TCUs, we alleviate
the pressure on general purpose floating point ALUs — thus
decreasing stalls because of hardware resource contention.
Future work would leverage the techniques described to examine the impact of using TCU collectives on large applications
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and see what else can be mapped to utilize the TCUs. We
have identified some candidate primitives that can be mapped:
such as transcendental and special functions (such as Tanh
and Log), since the NVIDIA special function units have been
observed to be the bottleneck in HPC applications. As well as
certain DNN layers which are known to be bottlenecks. We
plan on exposing the math functions and DNN layer TCU
implementations using a libm and cuDNN interface respectively.
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